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Abstract 
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87-105. 
We introduce the notion of partial trace. A partial trace is an equivalence class of some labelled 
partial orders over a dependence alphabet (Z,SD). Partial traces arise in a natural way by the 
synchronization of semi-traces. They form a monoid which is shown to be free partially com- 
mutative. We prove an embedding theorem which shows that any partial trace has a canonical 
representation as a tuple of words. We then apply this concept to Petri nets. We define the behavior 
of a P/T-system in terms of partial traces. We consider local morphisms between Petri nets 
and we show how this relates to the partial trace behavior. In particular, we obtain the desired result 
that the partial trace behavior of a synchronized system is the synchronization of its local 
behavior. 
1. Introduction 
Since the initiating work of Mazurkiewicz, traces have been successfully applied to 
Petri nets [ll, 121. This is particularly clear for elementary net systems due to the fact 
that for such systems the dependence relation is a priori symmetric and fixed by the 
static net topology. For P/T-systems (Petri nets) traces do not cope with the dynamic 
behavior of the system. A first step is to allow an asymmetric dependence (or 
independence) relation which leads to the notion of semi-truce, see e.g. [13]. 
Unfortunately, this does not solve the general problem. Therefore, one may con- 
sider semi-words as a suitable partial-order semantics for P/T-systems. A semi-word 
is a labelled partial order without auto-concurrency. Here we propose a slightly 
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different approach. We collect semi-words into one equivalence class, if they 
induce the same set of semi-traces. Such an equivalence class is called a partial trace. 
The procedure to define a partial trace from a semi-word is exactly the same as one 
obtains a trace from a word. One basic fact which makes partial traces attractive is 
that the operation of synchronization behaves well, contrary to the case of semi- 
traces. 
The set of partial traces forms a monoid in a natural way. Since we will see that 
Levi’s lemma holds and partial traces have a length, we can prove that this monoid is 
in fact free partially commutative. Thus, algebraically it has the same structure as 
a usual trace monoid. One difference however is that the monoid of partial traces is 
infinitely generated, in general. On the other hand, we can prove an embedding 
theorem which generalizes the projection lemma [S, 31. It yields a canonical embed- 
ding into a finite direct product of free monoids on two letters, only. As an application, 
we can represent any partial trace as a tuple of words. This allows, for example, an 
easy implementation of various basic algorithms on partial traces (which will work in 
linear time over a fixed alphabet). Once we have developed an abstract theory of 
partial traces, we define the behavior of a P/T-system in terms of partial traces. In the 
presentation, we follow [6, Ch. 31 where a concept of local morphisms was introduced 
and studied for Mazurkiewicz traces. In the present paper, we show that this concept 
can be fully generalized to the notion of partial trace. As a corollary we obtain the 
result that the partial trace behavior of a synchronized system is the synchronization 
of its local behavior. 
2. Semi-traces 
Let C be a finite alphabet. A semi-dependence relation (over C) is a reflexive relation 
SD G C x Z, the pair (C, SD) is called a semi-dependence alphabet. It will be represented 
as a directed graph without drawing the self-loops. A semi-dependence gives rise to 
a semi-commutation by the following set of rules: SC = {ab j ba I (a, b)#SD, a, beC}. 
The definition of a semi-trace induced by a word UEC* is the set of words derivable 
from u by application of semi-commutation rules: 
The topic of semi-commutations and semi-traces has been subject of several papers 
[2-4,14,7, lo]. Here we are going to generalize this concept. However, before we do 
so, we recall some more facts on semi-traces. The set of semi-traces is denoted by 
M(C, SD); it is a monoid by [u) . [v) = [uv) and the neutral element [l) = (11, where 
1 is the empty word. In order to verify that the formula [u) [v) = [uv) is well-defined, 
it is enough to see that we have [u) = [v) if and only if u ,cn$c_ v. It follows that, from I 
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a purely algebraic viewpoint, FU (C, SD) can be identified with the usual trace monoid 
FU (C, D), where D is the symmetric closure D = SD u SD-‘. 
In order to simplify reading, we will usually drop the prefix semi in the following. 
Thus, in this paper a dependence alphabet can be asymmetric and trace means semi-trace. 
If we want to emphasize the fact that we deal with a trace over a symmetric 
dependence relation, we shall speak of a Mazurkiewicz trace. The additional aspect of 
traces instead of Mazurkiewicz traces is that we have a nontrivial order relation 
between traces. We can write [u) < [u) if [u) G [u), or what is the same if u $ U. Thus, 
IwI(C, SD) is endowed with a nondiscrete topology where the closed se:: are the 
downward closed subsets. 
In the following, we will use a graphical representation of traces. Let 
u=a, . . . a,EC* be a word, aiE.Z for 1 <i<n. Then the generated trace [al . . . a,) is 
given by the labelled acyclic graph [V, E, A] where the set of vertices is any n-point set, 
say V={l,..., n> with the labelling i(i)=ai, and arcs are from i to j if both i< j and 
(ai, aj)ESD. 
In order to see whether or not a given directed graph represents a trace it is useful to 
introduce the so-called soft arcs: Let [I’, E, A] be any labelled acyclic graph without 
self-loops such that (x, y)gE implies (i(x), /z(y))eSD for all x, YE V. Then for all vertices 
x,y~ V, x # y, such that (x, y)$E but (n(x), l(y))eSD, we introduce a soft arc from 
vertex y to x. 
The idea of a soft arc from y to x is that in the original word representation of the 
semi-trace y has been before x, because otherwise the arc (x, y) would have been 
visible in the edge set E. 
A given directed graph [V, E,l] is now a trace if and only if both 
l arcs are between dependent vertices only and 
l the graph together with its soft arcs is acyclic. 
Note that for a trace [I’, E, A] either we have (x, ~)EE or (y,x)~E whenever xfy 
and (E.(x), A(y))eSD n SD- ‘. The operation of synchronization is partially defined. 
It takes two traces s,EM(C~,SD~), s,EM((C~, SD,) and may yield a trace 
SE m/o (C, u CZ, SD1 u SD2). A necessary precondition of synchronization is that for all 
aEC, nC2 the number of occurrences of a in si and s2 is the same. In the following, we 
denote the number of occurrences of a letter a in a labelled graph s by IsI,. Let 
Si=[I’i,Ei,Ai], i=l,2, and assume that Is11a=Is2(,, for all aeClnZ,. Then we can 
identify the nth a in Vi with the nth a in V2 for aeC, nC2, 1 <n<lsila, and we may 
define the union of both graphs over this identification. (Note that for a standard 
representation of si with vertex set Vi = {(a, n) ) aEC, 1 <n < I Silo}, i = 1,2, this union is 
the set-theoretical union.) We obtain a labelled graph s= [Vi u VZ, El u EZ, A, u&j. 
If this graph contains any cycle then certainly s1 and s2 are not synchronizable. If this 
graph is acyclic, then we would like to say that this graph is the synchronization. 
However, we may have constructed a labelled acyclic graph which is no semi-trace 
anymore. This will be shown in the example below. It is a phenomenon which we do 
not meet when dealing with symmetric dependence relations, i.e., with Mazurkiewicz 
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c- d 
Fig. 1. A dependence alphabet with asymmetric dependencies. 
a- b 
Sl II 32 = 
C -d 
Fig. 2. The synchronization [cabd) 11 [bdca) does not yield any (semi-) trace. 
traces. Thus, synchronization can be seen as the basic motivation that a generalization 
to asymmetric dependence relations forces us to consider even more general objects 
than (semi-) traces. 
Example. Let SD = {(a, b), (a, c), (d, b), (d, c)}, i.e., (C, SD) is as in Fig. 1. The same 
picture of Fig. 1 represents the trace s = [a&c). Consider the traces si = [c&d) and 
s2 = [b&a). As a graph theoretical synchronization, we obtain the partial order of 
Fig. 2 which is not a trace anymore due to the cycle induced by the soft arcs from c to 
a and from b to d. However, it makes sense to say that s1 and s2 are synchronizable, 
since the three traces [abdc), [dcab), and [adbc) are possible executions which 
respect the ordering of sr and s2. We only have to look for a suitable domain where 
s1 11 s2 is defined. 
3. Partial traces 
Following the terminology of Starke [ 151, a semi-word over C is a pomset (partially 
ordered multi-set) without auto-concurrency, i.e., vertices with the same label are 
ordered. (In [l] a semi-word is called a P-trace.) Semi-words are a widely adopted 
model to express the semantics of concurrent systems. The restriction that vertices 
with the same label must be ordered is technically a strong but helpful restriction. For 
example, it implies that a semi-word over a fixed alphabet can always be stored in 
place linear to the number of vertices instead of square. This makes linear-time 
algorithms available with respect to the number of vertices. Our formal definition of 
a semi-word over C is a labelled partial order [V, <,,?.I where we require that the 
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restriction of the ordering to the set of vertices with the same label is well-ordered. 
Since we deal here only with finite structures, well-order means linear. (The above 
general definition leads in the direction to include infinite and in fact transfinite 
objects.) The idea of partial traces is to abstract from a semi-word the ordering 
between independent actions. A partial trace over (C, SD) is therefore an equivalence 
class of semi-words. We say that two semi-words s1 and s2 are equivalent if they 
become equal (i.e., isomorphic) after the following procedure which simply forgets the 
ordering between independent vertices: 
(1) Represent a semi-word as a labelled acyclic graph. 
(2) Cancel all arcs (x, y) where (i(x), %(y))$SD. 
(3) Consider the new induced labelled partial order. 
Note that the above procedure puts two semi-words in the same class of a partial trace 
exactly as one obtains a usual trace starting from words. Thus, this procedure 
abstracts from a semi-word in the same way as a trace abstracts from a (totally 
ordered) word. 
Thus, we may view a partial trace as a set of semi-words or as a set of P-traces in the 
terminology of Arnold Cl], where CCI-sets of P-traces are studied. The set of partial 
traces is denoted by p(C, SD) in the following. Of course, if SD = C x C is full, then 
IP(,Z, SD) coincides with the set of semi-words which is denoted by SW(Z). 
Before we start our investigations on p(C, SD), it is useful to have a unique normal 
form for partial traces. We present a partial trace as a directed labelled acyclic graph 
[V, E, n] with the following restrictions on the edge set E. 
(1) If x # y and i(x)=;l(y), then either (x,y)~E or (y,x)~E, but not both. 
(2) If (x,y)~E, then we have (I_(x),A(~))ESD. 
(3) If (i(x), ;l(y))~sD, x # y, and there is a path from x to y, then (x, y)eE. 
The above graph is called the dependence graph of the partial trace. It is clear that this 
is a unique representation of a partial trace. It is also clear that the whole information 
is contained in its Hasse diagram. Thus, it is enough to show the Hasse diagram. 
There is a natural ordering between partial traces. We define p <q if the dependence 
graph of p is the same as the dependence graph of q, but p may have more arcs. The 
semantics of pdq is that p is less concurrent than q. Thus, if p<q then p allows less 
(sequential) executions than 4 does. 
The following proposition is easy and relates the equality of partial traces to the 
equality of sets of traces. 
Proposition 3.1. Let p, I/EP(C, SD). Then, we have p=q if and only if 
{s~~(C,SD)Ip3s)=(s~~((c,SD)Iq~s}. 
The set of partial traces p(C, SD) forms a monoid with the following concatenation: 
Let [ V1, El, &I, [V,, E2, A,] be dependence graphs. Then define [V, E, A] = 
[VI El/lJ - [V,, E,, A,] by the disjoint union together with new arcs from all x1 in Vi 
to xz~V, such that (A,(x~),~~~(x~))ESD, i.e., V= V1 i, V2, E=Eli,EZi,{(x1,x2)~ 
f’~ x f’z I (&@I)> b(xJkSD), and A(X)=&(X) for XE Vi, i= 1,2. Note that this 
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concatenation extends immediately to o-products, or more general, to any a-power 
where a is an ordinal; we simply have to allow infinite partial traces. 
Corollary 3.2. M (C, SD) is a submonoid of P(C, SD) and this embedding respects the 
ordering. Moreover, kA((c, SD) is the image of the canonical homomorphism 
cp:C* + P&SD). 
Proposition 3.3. Let (C,, SD,), (C,, SD2) be disjoint dependence alphabets. Then 
P’(C, u CZ, SD1 u SD2) is isomorphic to the direct product P(Z,, SD1) x P(C2, SDZ). 
It should be mentioned that for the theory of Mazurkiewicz traces there is an 
analogue of Proposition 3.3 with respect to the complex products for graphs and free 
products, see [6, Proposition 1.4.21. For partial traces such an analogue does not 
exist. 
The key observation on partial traces is that Levi’s lemma holds. For this it is 
convenient to introduce the notion of independence. Two partial traces s, t are called 
independent, if neither (a, b)ESD nor (6, a)ESD for all labels a of s and all labels b oft. 
We also write (s, t)eZ in this case. 
Lemma 3.4 (Levi’s lemma). Let x,y, z, teP(Z, SD) be partial traces such that xy=zt. 
Then there exist r, u,v, SEP(Z, SD) such that x =ru, y=vs, z=rv, t=us, and (u, v)EI. 
Proof. Represent xy = zt as a dependence graph. In this graph we may identify x, y, z, t 
as subgraphs. Define r = x n z, u =x n t, v= y nz, s= yn t. Then indeed r, u, v, s are 
dependence graphs and it holds x = ru, y = us, z = rv, and t = us. To see that (u, v&I, 
consider a vertex of u with label a and a vertex of v with label 6. Assume (a, b)ESD, then 
there is an arc between these a, b in the graph xy = zt. However, this would mean that 
there is some arc from t to z which is impossible. Hence, (a, b)#SD and by symmetry 
(b,a)$SD, too. 0 
Clearly, we can define a length function of partial traces by the number of vertices. 
Since we have just seen that Levi’s lemma holds, a result of Duboc [8] applies (see also 
e.g. [6, Theorem 1.531). We obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Let (C, SD) be a dependence alphabet. Then the monoid of partial traces 
P(C, SD) is free partially commutative. 
In general, this monoid is not finitely generated. For example, consider the monoid 
P(a- 6). This means we have C = {a, 6) and a full dependence relation 
{(a, a), (a, b), (6, a), (6, 6)). Clearly, the independence relation is empty. Hence, P’(a - 6) 
is free by Theorem 3.5. (In the following we denote partial traces sometimes by vectors 
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over words, if the components are pairwise independent.) Among others, generators of 
p(a - b) are the graphs. 
m,n>O 
and no arcs between a’s and b’s or vice versa. Thus, P(a - b) is an infinitely generated 
free monoid. 
What happens if we consider P(a -+ b), i.e., instead of a full dependence relation, we 
have (a, b)ESD but (b, a)$SD. 
Clearly, by the same argument (ifs and t are independent partial traces then at least 
one is empty) this monoid must be free, again by Theorem 3.5. However the interest- 
ing fact is that P(a --) b) is finitely generated. More precisely, we have a canonical 
identification P(a + b)= {a, b}*. Since this fact becomes important below, we state 
this as a proposition. It will allow us to embed the monoid of partial traces into 
a direct product of finitely generated free monoids in a natural way. 
Proposition 3.6. The canonical morphism cp: {a, b) * + P’(a -+ b) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since P(a -+ b) is free and not commutative it is enough to see that cp is 
surjective. Let s be a partial trace such that 1 s la = m, (sib = n. We show that s is in the 
image of q. For this, we may assume that m 2 1 and nb 1. In a partial trace of P(a + b) 
there are no arcs from any b to any a. Choose j maximal, 0 d j < n such that there is no 
arc from the first a to the jth b. Then we have a factorization s= cp(bja)t for some 
TV P(a + b) of smaller size. By induction, it follows that cp is surjective, and hence the 
result. The translation from words to partial traces and vice versa can also be deduced 
from the example in Fig. 3. 0 
Recall from Corollary 3.2 that M (C, SD) is always a submonoid of p(C, SD). The 
next theorem characterizes those dependence alphabets where we have 
fU (C, SD) = p(C, SD). (The simplest nontrivial case was given in Proposition 3.6.) 
Theorem 3.7. Let (C, SD) be a dependence alphabet and G = (Z, D) be the underlying 
undirected graph with vertex set C and edge set {xy I (x, Y)ESD u SD-‘, x # y}. Then the 
b 
Fig 3. The partial trace cp(a’ba’baba’ba)~P(a -+ b). 
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following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) M (C, SD) = P(C, SD), 
(ii) P(C, SD) is $nitely generated, 
(iii) the undirected graph G has no cycles and (C, SD) has no symmetric dependency. 
(The latter condition means SDnSD-‘=id,.) 
Proof. (i)=-(ii): trivial, (ii)q(iii): If P’(Z, SD) is finitely generated, then we have seen 
above that (C, SD) must not contain any undirected edge (a, b)~sDnsD-‘\id,. 
Assume now by contradiction that G contains a cycle of minimal length (aI, a2, . . , a,) 
with n 3 3. Since this cycle has more than three edges, at least two must have the same 
direction with respect to (C,SD). Hence, we may assume that (al,a,)ESD and 
(a,+,, a,)ESD for some 1~ m < n - 1. For k > 1, consider the partial trace pk, which is 
induced by the word at a2 . . . a,, but where the arcs from all aI’s to a, are omitted. This 
is possible since (a,, a,+,)$SD. Factorize pk=qI . . . q,. into a product with r maximal 
and qi# 1 for 1 <i<r. It is enough to show that we have r = 1, since then all pk are 
necessary generators for k3 1. Let 1 d idn- 1. A vertex with the label ai belongs to 
some factor qj and the vertex with the label ai+ 1 belongs to some factor qj,. Whether 
or not (ai, ai+ l)~SD, we must have j< j’. Therefore, aI ~q~ and anEqr. If we would have 
r > 1, then there would be an arc from a, to a,. However, this is impossible, due to the 
definition of pk, and hence r = 1. 
(iii)-(i): Recall the notion of soft arc from Section 2 and assume that some 
PE [ V, E, ,I] E P(C, SD)\ Ml (C, SD) exists. Adding soft arcs to p, we obtain a directed 
cycle, since p is not a trace. It is easy to see that we may assume that all letters of this 
cycle are different; hence, we obtain a cycle (al, . . . , a,) such that aiE.Z, ai # aj for i #j, 
and (ai, ai+ l)~(SD u SD-l) for all i mod n. If n = 2, then we found a symmetric 
dependency (a,, a2)E(SDnSD-l)\id,. If n3 3, then this is a cycle in the underlying 
undirected graph G. 0 
4. Morphisms 
A morphism of dependence alphabets h : (2, SD) + (C’, SD’) is a mapping h : Z -t C’ 
such that (a, b)eSD implies (h(a), h(b))ESD’. We are going to define a homomorphism 
h* : P(Z’, SD’) + P’(C, SD) in the opposite direction. Let [ I”, E’, A’]eP(Z’, SD’) be 
a dependence graph. Then the image [I’, E,,?] = h*([ V’, E’, %‘]) is constructed as 
follows. Each vertex of v’ with label a’ is replaced by the set h- ’ (a’) E C. To be more 
formal, we take 
I’= u (h- '(i'(v'))x {u'},. 
C'EV' 
The second component is used only to identify v’ by h- ‘(A’(v’)). To simplify the 
notation, we drop the second component and we think of a disjoint union 
I’= i, h-‘(A’(v’)). 
V'EV' 
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Clearly, each vertex of V has a natural labelling in C. Now, let ash-‘(A’(u’)) and 
b~h-‘(;l’(w’)). Then we draw an arc from a to b if and only if both (a,b)eSD and 
(v’, w’)EE’. This completes the definition of h*. 
We have to verify that h* : P(C’, SD’) + P(C, SD) is a homomorphism of monoids: 
Since the neutral element is represented by the empty graph, the formula h*(l)= 1 is 
immediate. Let us show k*(s’t’)=k*(s’)k*(t’). It is enough to see that if agk*(s’) and 
bEk*(t’) such that (a,b)~sD, then there must be an arc from a to b in k*(s’t’). 
However, this is clear since (a, b)ESD implies (k(u), k(b))ESD’. (Hence, there is a corres- 
ponding arc from s’ to t’.) 
Consider, for example, the morphism of dependence alphabets as in Fig. 4. Then the 
image under k* of the trace [u(p)(:)) is the partial trace 
This is also given in Fig. 5. 
The following proposition characterizes the fact when the image of a trace is 
a trace. 
Proposition 4.1. Let k : (C, SD) + (Z’, SD’) be a morphism of dependence alphabets and 
S’E Ml (C’, SD’) G P(C’, SD’) be a truce. Then the image k*(s’)EP(C, SD) is a truce in 
M (C, SD) ifund only iftke induced directed subgrupk k- ‘(a’) c (C, SD) is acyclic for all 
letters a’ occurring in s’. 
Ul-U2-C1_-C2------cC3 U-C 
I 
h 
Fig. 4. A morphism h of dependence alphabets (indicated by the labelling). 
r b-u 1 1 al~bl-~l 
I 
d 
Fig. 5. A partial trace, which is the image of a trace under h*. 
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Proof. Let (a 1,...,a,)beadirectedcycleinh-1(a’),i.e.,(ai,Ui+l)~SDforallimodn, 
n 2 2. Then h *(s’) contains this cycle of soft arcs and it is therefore no trace. 
For the other direction, assume that h- ‘(a’) is acyclic for all letters a’ occurring in 
s’. Then h*(a’) is a trace and since s’ is a trace, s’ can be written as a product of letters. 
The result follows since M (C, SD) is a submonoid. 0 
The main theorem related to this construction is the following generalization of the 
well-known embedding theorem or projection lemma. 
Theorem 4.2. Let h : (C, SD) + (C’, SD’) be a morphism of dependence alphabets. Then 
the homomorphism h* : P(Z’, SD’) + P(Z:, SD) is injective if and only if h(SD) = SD’, i.e., 
if h is surjective on vertices and edges. 
Proof. One direction is easy. If there exists some UEC’\ h(C), then h*(a) = 1 and h * is 
not injective. If (a’, b’)ESD’\h(SD), a’#b’, then there exist partial traces ~‘=a’ --f b’ 
and t’=(b’a’) which are different and which have the same image h*(s’)= h*(t’). (This 
is a graph without any arcs.) 
For the other direction, we assume h(SD) = SD’. Let S’E P(C’, SD’) be a partial trace 
and s= h*(s' ) be the constructed dependence graph. The construction itself provides 
us with a natural mapping on the concrete dependence graphs h, : s -+ s’. The defini- 
tion of h, is as follows. Let aEC be any letter which occurs in s. Then the ith a of s is 
mapped to the ith h(a) of s’. Since h(SD) z SD’, this induces a mapping from the arc set 
of s to the arc set of s’. If h(SD) = SD’, then h, : s --t s’ is surjective onto the vertices 
and arcs of s’, too. Hence, we have h,(h*(s’))=s’ and h*(s’)=h*(t’) implies 
h,(h*(s’))=s’=t’=h,(h*(t’)). Cl 
Corollary 4.3. Let (C, SD) be a dependence alphabet and r c C be the subset of isolated 
vertices. Then the monoid of partial traces P(C, SD) admits a canonical embedding 
P(Z, SD) -+ n {a,b)* xrJc*. 
(a,b)sSD\idz 
Proof. A usual we may view (C,SD) as an undirected graph (without drawing the 
self-loops). Define a new graph by the disjoint union of all arcs (a, b)ESD\id, and 
isolated vertices CET. Since disjoint union corresponds to direct product, this yields by 
Proposition 3.6 a dependence alphabet (C’,SD’) such that 
E=(C’,SD’)= n (a,b}* x nc*. 
(a,b)ESD\idZ cer 
The morphism h: (C’,SD’) + (C,SD) is induced by the embedding of the set of arcs 
and vertices from each part of the disjoint union to the graph (C, SD). It is clearly 
surjective, so h* is injective by the above theorem. 0 
The explicit description of the embedding given in Corollary 4.3 is given by the 
projections xc,,,) : P(C,SD)~{a,b}*for(a,b)~SD\id~and71,:P(C,SD)~c*forc~T. 
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For a partial trace p=[V, E,A] and CET the image rrn,(p) is simply c~~“~““(“)=~~~, i.e., 
r&)=lpl, if we identify c* with N. For p= [V, E,A] and (a, b)ESD\id,, let 
p,,b,~P(a + b) be the restriction of p to the vertices in I-‘({a,b}). The image 
~c~,,~)(P)E{~, b} * is obtained by the canonical isomorphism between P(a + b) and 
{u,b} * due to Proposition 3.6. Clearly, these projections are computable in linear 
time. 
Corollary 4.4. For a jixed alphabet there is an algorithm to decide equality of partial 
truces, which is linear time in the number of vertices. 
Example. Let (C, SD) = b ~ a ~ c ~ d as in Fig. 4. Consider the following two 
partial traces: 
b-u 
4= 
/ 
b-a 
U 
The projections are given by the following equations: 
n(,,b,(p)=71~b,,)(p)=abuE(a,b}*, 
%,C) (P)=n(,,.j (p)=ucaE{a,c}*, 
x(c.d) (P)=n(d,,, (p)=cdE{c,d}*, 
71(,,b)(q)=71~b,.)(q)=abuE{u,b}*, 
n(,,,) (9)=ucuE{a,c)*, 
n(,,.,(q)=uuc~{a,c}*, 
71(,,d) (q)=dcE{c,d}*, 
*(d,,) (q)=cdE(c,d}*. 
Since p is a trace, i.e., p~fL4 ((C, SD), it is clear that ~~,,~~(p)=7c~~,~~(p) for all 
(x, y)eSD nSD_ ‘, but this is no characterization of traces. 
4.1. The synchronization operator 
Let (C,, SD1), (C,, SDZ) be two dependence alphabets, C’=C1 nC, and 
(Z,SD)=(C, UC,, SD1 uSD2). We define the synchronization of sl~lP(C1,SD1) and 
~~~[FD(C~,SD~),onlyifIs~I,=Is,l,foralla~~’.Inthiscase,wemaytaketheunionofs, 
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and s2 by identifying the corresponding vertices with label in C’. This yields some 
labelled graph over (Z, SD) = (C, u C2, SD1 u SDZ). If this graph is acyclic then there is 
a unique way to complete it such that it becomes a dependence graph. This graph is 
denoted by si 11 s2; it is called the synchronization ofsi and s2. The partial traces si, s2 
are called synchronizable. Of course, if s1,s2 are synchronizable traces then s1 /( s2 
coincides with the definition given in Section 2. 
Note that the inclusion (Ci, SDi) -+ (C, SD) yields a projection 
pi:~(C,SD)-*$(Ci,SDi), i=l,2. 
Since for all PE P(C, SD) we have p = pi (p) 11 p2 (p), it is convenient to define 
p(&SD)=P(C,,SD,) II V~,,SD2). 
On the other hand, for Si~$(Ci, SDi), i= 1,2, we will have neither pi(si 11 s2)=s1 nor 
P2bl II sd=s2, in general. It is possible that the synchronization forces additional 
arcs. (In fact, this is the reason why the synchronization of semi-traces leads naturally 
to the notion of partial trace.) Recall that similar to traces there is a natural ordering 
for partial traces. We write sb t if we obtain s from t by adding new arcs between 
existing vertices. Using this ordering we always have pi(Sl /I s2)<si for i= 1,2 and 
s1 // s,=p,(s, II s2) 11 p2(s1 II s2). Let us call s1,s2 directly synchronizable if both s1/Is2 
exists and pi(Si I/ s2) =si for i= 1,2. It is straightforward to extend both notations to 
languages: L, II Lz={S1 I/ S2 I SiELifor i= 1,2}, L1 IIdirect L2={S1 /I S2 I SIELI,S2ELZ are 
directly synchronizable}. 
We are mostly interested in closed languages, i.e., in languages L where s < t EL 
implies SEL. For such languages both notions coincide and direct synchronization is 
sufficient. This has an important consequence. 
Proposition 4.5. Let Li G P(Ci, SDi) be closed languages, i = 1,2. Consider the canoni- 
cal inclusion given by Theorem 4.2: 
z:[FD(C,SD) + p(C1,SD1) x P(C2,SD,), 
where 
PP, SD)= WC,, SD,) II P(Z,, SD2). 
Then we have 
L1 11 L2=(L1 xL,nz(P(C,SD)). 
5. Applications to Petri nets 
A Petri net is a tuple N = (P, T, F, B) where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set 
of transitions, F and B are P x T-matrices over N, the forward and backward 
incidence matrices. We also view F and B as mappings F, B: T + Np. By NP we 
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denote as usual the set of mappings from P to the nonnegative integers. It is the free 
commutative monoid over P. By linear extension, we also view F,B as homomor- 
phisms F, B : NT + N ‘. If a Petri net is viewed as a graph then F( p, a), if it is nonzero, 
denotes the weight of an arc from p to a, if F( p, a) is zero then there is no such arc, and 
analogously a nonzero value of B(p,a) is the weight of an arc from a to p. 
A marking of N is an element of N ‘. A transition UE T is enabled under a marking 
rnERJP if m>F(u). If uE T is enabled under rnEfVp then the follower marking 
m’ = m - F(u) + B(u) may occur. We denote this by m[u)m’. For a sequence 
w=uiuz . . . U,E T*, we write m[w)m’ if m[u,)ml[u,)m2 . ..m._,[u,)m’ for some 
m1,m2 ,..., m,_lENp. We also write m[w) to denote that m[w)m’ holds for 
some m’ENP. 
Often, a net is given with an initial marking mOgNP. Then we shall speak of 
a system. If N is a system, then L(N) = ( WET * 1 m. [w )} denotes the string-language of 
N. We say that a set of transitions s c T is concurrently enabled under a marking 
rnEfVp if maCats F(u). 
This leads to the definition when a semi-word SESW(T) is enabled. For this recall 
that we have an ordering on semi-words where sd t means that s allows less 
concurrency. Thus, p < q if and only if q can be transformed into p by introducing new 
arcs. There is also a natural notion of prefix. A prefix s of a semi-word p is a downward 
closed subset with respect to the labelled partial order p. Ifs is a prefix of p, then we 
have st <p for some t, where the concatenation of semi-words is the same as for a full 
dependence relation. The idea is now that after the execution of the prefix s the set of 
minimal letters of t, denoted by min(t), must be concurrently enabled. The following 
coincides with the definition given in [9]. 
Definition 5.1. Let N = (P, T, F, B) be a Petri net and m~Np some marking. Extending 
F and B to mappings F,B:SW(T)-+ NP by using the Parikh images of semi- 
words, we say that a semi-word ~ESW(T) is enabled under m, if we have for all p >st 
both m- F(s)+B(s)>O and min(t) is concurrently enabled for the marking 
m- F(s)+B(s). If p is enabled under m then it may yield the follower marking 
m’ = m - F( p) + B( p). We also use the notation m [ p ) m’ to express this fact. 
With the above definition we can define a suitable behavior of a system as the set of 
semi-words enabled under the initial marking. However, this does not use the 
information about the concurrency relation given by the static net topology. This 
information can be used and leads naturally to the concept of partial traces. Thus, we 
simply base our semantics on the dependence relation given by the net topology. 
We say that transition a, bg T are semi-dependent if a = b or a is in the preset and b is 
in the postset of some common place p, i.e., we have a = b or B( p, a). F( p, b) # 0 for 
some p. 
The semi-dependence relation of N is denoted by SD(N). With a Petri net N we 
henceforth associate the dependence alphabet (r, SD(N)) and the monoid of partial 
traces P(N)= IFD(T, SD(N)). 
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Lemma 5.2. Let N =(P, T, F, B) be a Petri net and meNP some marking. Let 
s,s’~Sw(T) be semi-words such that s and s’ become equal as partial traces, i.e., 
[s] = [s’]~p(N). Then either both semi-words are enabled under m or none of s, s’. 
Proof. This follows from a more general assertion, see [9, Proposition 5.3.31 or [16, 
Theorem 1.11. A direct verification uses best the observation that enabling is defined 
in such a way that it can be verified locally at places. 0 
By the above lemma we can define the partial trace behavior of a system N = 
(P, T, F, B; mO) by 
L,(N) = {SE P(N) 1 m,, [s)m’ for some m’}. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to study L,(N). We are going to generalize the results 
of [6, Ch. 31. These results were based on a certain type of morphisms between nets. 
Since we are working with partial traces instead of (Mazurkiewicz) traces, we can in 
fact even consider a larger class of local morphisms. 
Definition 5.3. A local morphism h : N’ + N from a Petri net N’=(P’, T’, F’, B’) to 
a Petri net N =(P, T, F, B) is a pair of mappings h =(hp, hT) such that h,: P’ + P and 
hT: T’ + T satisfy for all aE T and for all P’EP’ the following two equations: 
1 F’(p’,a’)=F(h&Q,a), 
a’sh;‘(a) 
1 B’(p’,a’)=B(hp(p’),a). 
a’eh;‘(a) 
The condition expresses the compatibility of the mappings hp and hT with the 
incidence matrices F and B. In particular, forward arcs are mapped to forward arcs 
and backward arcs are mapped to backward arcs. 
Restricted to the neighborhood of a place, a local morphism may look like in Fig. 6. 
In particular, a local morphism may create cycles. This would have been forbidden in 
the trace case. Note that any mapping f: A -+ B of finite sets induces a homomor- 
phismf*: NB + NA defined byf*(m)=mf:A d B% N. Applied to a local morphism 
(hp,h~):N’-rN,weobtainhomomorphismsh,*:NT-+~iT’andh,*:NP--,~p’.Writ- 
ing the elements of l+JJT and NP as formal sums CUETn.a and Cpspnpp, respectively, 
where n,, n,EN we then have 
and 
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h 
NT 
Fig. 6. A local morphism at a place. 
I h;. 
NT’ 
F,B 
+ NP 
I G 
F’,B’ 
lNP’ 
Fig. 7. The commuting diagram of a local morphism. 
An easy calculation shows that the condition of a local morphism may be rephrased 
by saying that the diagram of homomorphisms in Fig. 7 commutes. 
Of course, a local morphism relates the behavior of the two respective nets to each 
other. This works as follows: a local morphism h =(hp,hT): N’ -+ N induces a mor- 
phism of dependence alphabets (T’, SD(N’)) -+ (r, SD(N)). Therefore, we may define 
a homomorphism in the opposite direction h;: [FD(N) -+ P(N’). The definition of 
a local morphism asserts that h; maps the partial trace language of N to that of N’. 
Lemma 5.4. Let (hp, hT) : N’ + N be a local morphism of Petri nets, m,, m2cFUP 
be markings, and s G T be a set of transitions of N. Assume that s is concurrently 
enabled under m,. Then mI[s)m2 implies h,*(m,)> &Eh,~Csj F’(a) and hence 
h,*(mXh?‘(s))h,*(m,). 
Proposition 5.5. Let (hp, hT) : N’ --, N be a local morphism of Petri nets. Let mOE N” be 
the initial marking of N and h*(mo) be the initial marking of N’. Then the restriction of 
the homomorphism h F : P(N) -+ P(N’) induces a mapping 
h*:&(N)+ L,(N’)nh;(P(N)). 
We are mainly interested in the case where h* above is bijective, which is true for the 
following type of local morphisms: 
Definition 5.6. A local morphism (hp, hT) : N’ + N of Petri nets is called a covering if 
hp is surjective on places and hT is surjective on transitions. 
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The main theorem of this section is a generalization of [6, Theorem 3.1.81. 
Theorem 5.7. Let k=(k,, kT): N’ + N be a covering of Petri nets. Let m. be the initial 
marking of N and k,*(m,) be the initial marking of N’. Then the mapping 
k*,: L,(N) + L,(N’)nk*,(P(N)) 
is bijective. 
Proof. Since (kp, kT) is a covering, it can be easily seen that 
kT: (T’, SD(N’)) --f (T, SD(N)) is surjective on vertices and edges. Hence, we may 
apply the embedding theorem on partial traces to conclude that k: is injective. We 
show k,*(Lp(N))=Lp(N’)nk*T(P(N)). Let p’=k,*(p)~L,(N’) for some partial trace 
PEP(N). We show that p is enabled under mo. Choose any s, tE P(N) such that p 3 st. 
Then p’=k;(p)>,h,*(s)k,*(t). Hence, we have kp*(mo)-F’(k~(s))+B’(k~(s))>O. Since 
F’k,* = kp* F, B’k,* = kp* B, and kp is surjective on places, kp* is injective, and we have 
m. - F(s) + B(s) 20. Now, let r E min(t). Then we have k r ’ (r) c min(kG(t)). Since 
min(k,*(t)) is concurrently enabled after the execution of kc(s), the same is true for 
k; l(r) and, hence, r is concurrently enabled after the execution of s. Therefore, 
pL,(N) and the result follows. 0 
The above theorem tells us that if k: N’ + N is a covering then we may split the 
computation of L,(N) into two parts: the (local) computation of L,(N’) which might 
be simpler, and the (global) computation of k*(P(N)). Another easy application of 
the above theorem is the case of a local morphism (kp, kT), where k, is surjective and 
kT is bijective. 
Corollary 5.8. Let (kp, kT) : N’ + N be a covering of Petri nets suck that kT is bijective. 
Let m. be the initial marking of N and k,*(m,) be the initial marking of N’ and use kT as 
an identijication of T’ and T. Then we have p(N)=P(N’) and L,(N)=L,(N’). 
Proof. Since (kp, kT) is covering and kT is bijective, we may identify the dependence 
alphabets (T,SD(N)) and (T’,SD(N’)). The result follows directly from the above 
theorem. 0 
6. Synchronization of Petri nets 
APetrinetN’=(P’,T’,F’,B’)iscalledasubnetofN=(P,T,F,B)ifS’cS, T’ET 
and F’, B’ are the restrictions of F, B. A subnet is called transition-bounded if it 
contains with every place all transitions adjacent to that place. It is easy to see that 
a subnet is transition bounded if and only if the inclusion is a local morphism 
[6, Lemma 3.2.11. 
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Note that if (ip, ir): N’ -+ N is a local morphism where the mapping ip is injective 
then ip*:NP-+ NP’ is just the restriction of a marking of N to a marking of N’. 
The synchronization of two nets is defined over a common transition-bounded 
subnet. We restrict ourselves to this case in order to have Theorem 6.2. 
Definition 6.1. Let Ni =(Pi, Ti, Fj, Bi) i = 1,2, be Petri nets which contain a common 
transition-bounded subnet N’=(P’, T’, F’,B’). Then the synchronization of N1 and 
N2 over N’ is defined by N1 11 N, Nz =(P, T, F, B) where P and Tare the disjoint unions 
P=(P,\P’)ii(P,\P’)GP’, T=(T,\T’)iI(T,\T’)i/T’, and F, B are the obvious ex- 
tensions to P and T. If Ni, Nz have initial markings ml, m2 which coincide on N’, then 
we give N1 I/ N’ N2 as initial marking the natural extension of ml and m2 to P. 
The synchronization over the empty subnet, which is transition-bounded, yields the 
disjoint union N1 i, Nz of nets. This is the direct sum in our category. If we have two 
nets Ni, N2 with a common transition bounded subnet N’ then we obtain a natural 
covering 
This covering will be used to compute the trace language of a synchronized net. Let us 
now assume that the net N’ is in fact the intersection of nets N1 and N2 (we may do 
this in any case by taking suitable isomorphic copies of N1 and N,), and let us simply 
write N, 11 N, in this case. Since N’ is transition-bounded, two transitions are semi- 
dependent in N1 11 Nz if and only if they are semi-dependent in N1 or in NZ. Thus 
p(N, II N,)=WN,) II YN,). 
Recall that the synchronization of partial traces side, i= 1,2, was defined as 
a graph theoretical union which identifies corresponding transitions in T, n T2. Let 
pi : P(N 1 /I N,) + P(N,) the natural projection. Ifs = si 11 s2 is the synchronization then 
we have s=pi(s) 11 pz(s) and si>pi(s) for i= 1,2. 
Lemma 6.2. Let N, (I Nz be the synchronization of two systems and Li s P(NJ for 
i= 1,2 the partial trace behavior of the components. Then we have 
L1 /I L~={sEIFD(NI 11 Nz))~i(s)~Li for i= 1,2}. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that Li G P(Ni) are closed languages. 0 
The lemma is crucial for the following theorem, which turns out to be a special case 
of Theorem 5.7. 
Theorem 6.3. Let N 1, . . . , N, be Petri nets with initial markings, k > 2, such that for all 
1 d i, j,< k, i #j the intersections Pin Pi, Tin Tj induce a common transition bounded 
subnet of Ni and Nj where the initial marking coincides. Then we have 
L$(NI II . . . II N,)=L,(N,) II . . . II L4Nd. 
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Proof. By induction, we have to consider the case k = 2, only. The natural mapping of 
the disjoint union to the synchronization, p : N1 i, Nz + N1 /I N2, is a covering. Thus, 
by Theorem 5.7, we have p*(Lp(N1 /I N,))=L,(N,i,N,)np*(B(N, 11 N2)). Up to 
a natural identification, we have P(Nr i, N,)= P(N,) x P(N,) and 
LP(NI i, NZ)=LP(NI) x L,(N,). Therefore, we can write 
L,(N,) x L,(Nz)np*(WN, II N2)) 
=p*({t~P(Nl 11 N2) 1 pi(t)ELp(Ni) for i= 1,2}). 
By Lemma 6.2 this set is equal to p*(L$(N1) 1) L,(N,)). Therefore, we obtain 
P*WP(NI II N~))=P*MNI) II ~5dN2)). 
Since p is a covering, the mapping p* is injective. Hence, the result. 0 
As a special case we obtain our final result. 
Corollary 6.3. Let N =(P, T, F, B) be a Petri net with initial marking. For PEP, let 
Atom(p) the subnet with place p and adjacent transitions. Then we have 
L,(N)= II ,,PL(Atom(p)). 
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